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Abstract
This paper deals with the tolerance approach to sensitivity analysis of the weights in multiple objective linear
programming (MOLP) problems. A geometric interpretation to compute the results in Hansen et al. [Eur. J. Oper. Res.
38 (1989) 63–69] is presented. Along the same direction, a visual interactive approach based on the analysis of indif-
ference regions corresponding to basic efficient solutions is described.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Sensitivity analysis in mathematical programming problems is aimed at helping to deal with the un-
certainty and imprecision which are inherent to the models. In linear programming it generally computes
ranges to indicate how much given coefficients can change before the optimal basis changes. However, the
ranges obtained by traditional sensitivity analysis are easily computed only when the coefficients are not
allowed to change in a simultaneous manner. Wendell (1984, 1985) and Ravi and Wendell (1985, 1989)
developed the tolerance approach that enables us to consider the impact of simultaneous and independent
changes of more than one coefficient. This approach also enables the use of a priori information about the
variability of the coefficients.
The tolerance approach to sensitivity analysis in multiple objective linear programming (MOLP)
problems proposed by Hansen et al. (1989) is an extension of the tolerance approach in linear pro-
gramming. It considers perturbations on the p objective functions weights when using the weighted-sum
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approach to compute efficient solutions. In particular, it yields the largest percentage, called the maximum
tolerance percentage (s), by which all weights can deviate simultaneously and independently from their
estimated values while retaining the same efficient basic solution. A set of hypercubes, centered on the
estimated weights and with radius sk is then defined, CðskÞ, in which k refers to each nonbasic variable.
The maximum tolerance value is associated with the largest hypercube for which all points in the hy-
percube represent changes to the weights such that the efficient solution obtained with the estimated
weights remains efficient. This hypercube represents the tolerance region for the weights. It is also con-
sidered a priori information about the variability of the weights, for the case where weights are known to
vary within intervals, leading to larger tolerance percentage. Let U be a specified polyhedron within which
the estimated weights are known to vary. If U 6¼ Rp, a set of convex geometric solids that correspond to
the intersection of CðskÞ with U is then studied in the Euclidean space of dimension p. As previously, the
maximum tolerance value is associated with the largest geometric solid for which all points in it represent
changes to the weights such that the efficient solution computed with the estimated weights remains ef-
ficient.
Recently, attention has been paid to the tolerance approach in MOLP (Marmol and Puerto, 1997). The
authors develop results which enlarge the range of the meaningful regions for the weights that can be
handled by the tolerance approach, that include those of Hansen et al. (1989) as particular cases.
The use of the decomposition of a ðp  1Þ-dimensional simplex in the p-dimensional Euclidean weight
space (defined by normalized weighting vectors such that their components add-up to one) in indifference
regions in MOLP has already been proposed by Antunes and Clımaco (1992) in the framework of TRI-
MAP method (Clımaco and Antunes, 1987, 1989).
This paper is devoted to perform a geometric based analysis of indifference regions in the ðp  1Þ-
dimensional simplex in a p-dimensional Euclidean weight space, in order to develop interactive tools to
exploit the impact of weight changes. The maximum tolerance of the objective function weights are
computed, and the changes of the tolerance region for an efficient basic solution are dynamically visualized
when the information on the weights changes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the statement of the problem is made and the results
presented in Hansen et al. (1989) are revisited using a geometric analysis. Section 3 describes the integration
of the tolerance approach to sensitivity analysis with the decomposition of the ðp  1Þ-dimensional simplex
in the p Euclidean weight space. The results are illustrated in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.
2. A geometric interpretation of the approach of Hansen et al. (1989)
A geometric interpretation is developed in Wendell (1984, 1985) for the problem of finding the maximum
tolerance percentage of the objective function coefficients and right-hand sides (RHSs) in a single objective
linear programming problem.
The results presented in Hansen et al. (1989) can also be interpreted via a geometric analysis of the
critical and tolerance regions for the weights (in analogy with Wendell’s definitions).
2.1. Statement of the MOLP problem
Let us consider the following MOLP problem with p linear objective functions and m linear constraints:
\max" z ¼ Cx ð1Þ
s.t.
x 2 X ¼ fx 2 Rn : Ax ¼ b; xP 0g;
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where A is a m
 n matrix, b is a m column vector of the RHS terms and C is a p 
 n matrix of objective
functions coefficients. ‘‘max’’ denotes the operation of computing efficient solutions.
A feasible solution to (1) is called efficient if and only if there is no feasible solution for which no im-
provement in any objective functions value is possible without sacrificing on at least one of the other
objective functions. A more relaxed notion is also used: a feasible solution is called weakly efficient if and
only if there does not exist another feasible solution that strictly improves all objective function values.
Let Cr ðr ¼ 1; . . . ; pÞ be the rth row of C. When solving problem (1) by the weighted-sum approach, each
objective Crx is associated with a positive weight kr (a kr ¼ 0 could lead to a weakly efficient solution) and
efficient basic solutions can be obtained by solving the following weighted-sum problem:
max
Xp
r¼1
krðCrxÞ ð2Þ
s.t.
x 2 X ; kr > 0; r ¼ 1; . . . ; p:
The tolerance approach to sensitivity analysis of the weight coefficients in (2) is developed through the
following perturbed problem:
max
Xp
r¼1
ðk^r þ /rk0rÞðCrxÞ ð3Þ
s.t.
x 2 X ; k^r > 0; r ¼ 1; . . . ; p;
where k0r > 0; k^r represent the estimated value of kr and /r are multiplicative parameters of k
0
r; r ¼ 1; . . . ; p.
Although theoretical results may be developed for any choice of k0r, herein /r is considered as a percentage
deviation from the estimated values (i.e. k0r ¼ k^rÞ.
Let K be the index set of the n m nonbasic variables associated with a basic efficient solution to (1),
computed by using a given set of estimated weights, k^ ¼ ðk^1; . . . ; k^r; . . . ; k^pÞ, to solve (2). In order to be also
an optimal solution to (2) or (3), the basic solution must satisfy the condition (4.k) or (40.k), respectively
Xp
r¼1
krwrk P 0; k 2 K; ð4:kÞ
Xp
r¼1
k^rwrk þ
Xp
r¼1
/rk
0
rwrk P 0; k 2 K; ð4
0
:kÞ
in which wrk is the ðr; kÞ element of the reduced cost matrix of the multiobjective simplex tableau associated
with the optimal solution to the weighted-sum scalar problem, with respect to objective function
r ¼ 1; . . . ; p, and the nonbasic variable k 2 K.
Therefore, the critical region for the weights corresponding to an efficient solution to (1), H , can be
defined by
H ¼
\
k2K
Xp
r¼1
k^rwrk
(
þ
Xp
r¼1
/rk
0
rwrk P 0
)
: ð5Þ
A nonnegative number s is called an allowable tolerance for the weight perturbation if and only if the
same basis B is optimal to (3) as long as / ¼ ð/1; . . . ;/r; . . . ;/pÞ 2 U and k/k16 s, where k/k1 ¼
xfmax j/rj; r ¼ 1; . . . ; pg is the Tchebycheff norm of / (the absolute value of each perturbation coefficient
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/r does not exceed s). CðsÞ is the hyperbox in the weight space for which all points represent changes to the
weights such that the corresponding efficient solution to (1) remains efficient:
CðsÞ ¼ f/ 2 Rp : k/k16 sg: ð6Þ
This is a hypercube centered on the estimated weights with radius s.
Hansen et al. (1989) calculate the maximum tolerance percentage of the objective functions weights, s,
for which the corresponding hyperbox CðsÞ on the weight space is a subset of the region H obtained with
an estimated set of weights k^. If there are additional constraints imposed by the decision maker (DM) (that
is, a priori information about the variability of the weights, such that U 6¼ Rp) then s is the maximum
tolerance percentage for which the intersection of U with the corresponding hyperbox CðsÞ in the weight
space is a subset of the region H , that is:
CðsÞ \ U  H : ð7Þ
If U ¼ Rp then the hyperbox centered on the estimated weights k^ has one of its vertexes belonging to one
of the hyperplanes obtained from the n m constraints in (40.k) replacing the inequality ‘P ’ by ‘¼ ’.
Consider a case with p ¼ 2 and n m ¼ 2 which is illustrated in Fig. 1. The boundaries of each hyperbox
(in this example, the hyperboxes are rectangles) and the two halfspaces ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ are also displayed. Point
A is the vertex belonging to a hyperplane that corresponds to the largest rectangle within both halfspaces.
If the DM is able to specify a priori additional constraints with respect to the range of variability of the
estimated weights k^ ðU 6¼ RpÞ, the vertex belonging to the hyperplane (obtained from the corresponding
constraint) is a vertex of the region obtained by the intersection of those additional constraints with the
hyperbox CðsÞ. Point B in Fig. 2(a) (p ¼ 2 and n m ¼ 1, for the sake of readability) is the vertex of the
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
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hatched rectangle that is obtained by the intersection of U with the hyperbox (rectangle with point B in the
boundary).
In Fig. 2(b) the a priori additional information about the range of variability of the weights does not
affect the obtained result with U ¼ R2 (the a priori variability range of weights is greater than the obtained
considering the maximum tolerance percentage). In Fig. 2(c), s is not finite.
2.2. No a priori information
If no a priori additional information about the variability of the objective function weights is specified
then U ¼ Rp.
For each of the n m constraints of (40.k) the largest hyperbox centerd on k^ ¼ ðk^1; . . . ; k^r; . . . ; k^pÞ that
belong to the hyperhalfspace defined by the corresponding constraint in (40.k) must be found.
The vertex of each hyperbox ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; n mÞ can be characterized by ðk^1ðÞ/1k01; . . . ; k^rðÞ
/rk
0
r; . . . ; k^pðÞ/pk0pÞ, where /r is the perturbation coefficient of the estimated weight k^r, r ¼ 1; . . . ; p. The
vertex that in each hyperbox belongs to the hyperplane obtained from the corresponding constraint in (40.k)
(replacing the inequality ‘P ’ by ‘¼ ’) can be characterized by Q ¼ ðk^1  s1/1k01; . . . ; k^r  sr/rk0r; . . . ;
k^p  sp/pk0pÞ, where sr ¼ sgn½k0rwrk, r ¼ 1; . . . ; p.
The hyperbox satisfying all the constraints that define region H on the weight space for the estimated
weights under analysis is the smallest of all the n m hyperboxes found, and the maximum tolerance s is
the smallest of all obtained sk values ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; n mÞ.
Let us begin by geometrically studying the case when the hyperbox does not exist, for which Hansen et al.
(1989) consider sk is not finite. If no vertex belonging to the hyperplane associated with the k constraint of
(40.k) could be found then the hyperbox does not exist. This situation happens if the constraint does not
define a hyperhalfspace, that is, when all the coefficients are zero.
As noted by Wondolowski (1991), with respect to the Wendell’s approach, this situation is associated
with dual degeneracy and the value of sk shall be considered zero instead of infinite.
If some of the estimated weights are known with precision, the hyperbox can also not exist. This happens
when the zero coefficients in (40.k) are associated with precise estimated weights ðk0r ¼ 0Þ, that is, when the
hyperplane obtained with precise weights is parallel to the hyperplane obtained from the corresponding
constraint in (40.k).
Note that these situations are in conformity with Corollary 2.2 in Hansen et al. (1989), that is if U ¼ Rp
then sk ¼ þ1 if and only if k0rwrk ¼ 0, for each r ¼ 1; . . . ; p.
Provided that, for each of the n m constraints obtained from the reduced cost matrix, the estimated
weights and the vertex of the hyperbox belonging to the hyperplane under study are known, then the
distance between these two points can easily be determined. Therefore, for each of the n m constraints,
the distance from the point k^ ¼ ðk^1; . . . ; k^r; . . . ; k^pÞ to the corresponding hyperplane is computed along the
direction of the vector ~V ¼ ðs1/1k01; . . . ;sr/rk0r; . . . ;sp/pk0pÞ. The sk values ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; n mÞ are ob-
tained from these distances (and proportionally change with them).
Since the hyperbox satisfying all the constraints that define region H for the estimated weights under
analysis is the smallest of all n m hyperboxes, the s value is also the smallest of all the determined sk,
k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m.
Let us show how to calculate those distances and the corresponding sk values when the number of
objective functions is p ¼ 3.
Fig. 3 shows a 3-dimensional weight space where P ¼ k^ ¼ ðk^1; k^2; k^3Þ is the point corresponding to the
estimated weights. The plane Pk is one of the planes obtained from the reduced cost matrix of the mul-
tiobjective simplex tableau corresponding to a basic efficient solution calculated by using the estimated
weights P and it is defined by
P3
r¼1 k^rwrk ¼ 0 (Pk contains the origin). PX equals the perpendicular distance
from P to the plane Pk and it is determined by
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PX ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 w
2
rk
q : ð8:kÞ
The numerator absolute value sign is dropped due to the optimality of the unperturbed basic efficient
solution.
PQ3 is the distance from P to Pk measured along the direction of the vector ~V3 ¼ ðs1skk01;s2skk02;
s3skk03Þ and it is the distance we seek. Since Q3 ¼ ðk^1  s1skk01; k^2  s2skk02; k^3  s3skk03Þ, PQ3 ¼ j~V3j ¼
sk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 k
02
r
q
.
Let x be the angle between [P, X] and ½P ;Q3, such that PQ3 ¼ PX= cosx.
Since ½P ;X  is perpendicular to Pk, it is parallel to each normal vector to Pk, for instance to
~N ¼ ðw1k;w2k;w3kÞ and cosx can be obtained from the dot-product of ~V3 and ~N , that is,
cosx ¼
~V3  ~N
j~V3jj~N j
¼ sk
P3
r¼1 ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ
PQ3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 w
2
rk
q : ð9:kÞ
Since PQ3 ¼ PX= cosx, the corresponding sk value can be determined from
PQ3 ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 w
2
rk
q PQ3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 w
2
rk
q
sk
P3
r¼1 ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ
; ð10:kÞ
sk ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1 ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m: ð11:kÞ
Since we want to compute the smallest distance from the point to the plane, and the corresponding
smallest sk, then sr ¼ sgnðwrkÞ, r ¼ 1; 2; 3, that is,
sk ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1 k
0
rjwrkj
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m; ð12:kÞ
where sk ¼ þ1 if the denominator is zero for any k.
If sk is finite then, for each k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m, the /r values can be calculated by
/r ¼ skðsgn½k0rwrkÞ ¼ sk sgn½k0rðwrkÞ; r ¼ 1; 2; 3: ð13:kÞ
Fig. 3.
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The previous procedure can be generalized in a straightforward manner for p > 3 and the following
result, corresponding to Corollary 3.1 in Hansen et al. (1989), is obtained.
If U ¼ Rp then the value sk, for k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m (either finite or infinite) is given by
sk ¼
Pp
r¼1 k^rwrkPp
r¼1 k
0
rjwrkj
; ð14:kÞ
where sk ¼ þ1 if the denominator is zero for any k.
If sk is finite then
/r ¼ sk sgn½k0rðwrkÞ; r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p: ð15:kÞ
If some of the weight values are precise, all the procedure holds but the corresponding components in ~V
become zero, and in Q they equal the k^r value (due to k
0
r ¼ 0), that is,
PQ ¼ sk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXp
r¼1
r not precise
k02r
vuut ¼ Ppr¼1 k^rwrkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPp
r¼1 w
2
rk
p sk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPp
r¼1
r not precise
k02r
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPp
r¼1 w
2
rk
p
sk
Pp
r¼1
r not precise
ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ
ð16:kÞ
and
sk ¼
Pp
r¼1 k^rwrkPp
r¼1
r not precise
ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m: ð17:kÞ
Since k0r ¼ 0 when the corresponding weight is known with precision, we have Corollary 3.1 in Hansen
et al. (1989) to determine the sk value.
2.3. Weights are known to vary within intervals
This section is devoted to perform a similar geometric analysis in the situation when the DM is able to
specify some interval within which the values of the objective function weights are known to vary,
kr 6 k^r þ /rk0r 6 kr, r ¼ 1; . . . ; p. The interval ½/r;/r within which /r is allowed to vary is determined from
the region ½kr; kr and in this case U ¼ Uð/;/).
For k0r > 0, /r and /r can be computed as
/
r
¼ kr  k^r
k0r
and /r ¼
kr  k^r
k0r
:
In order to make ðk^r þ /rk0rÞP 0, kr ¼ 0 (or a small positive value to avoid the possibility of obtaining
dominated solutions) is chosen such that /
r
¼ k^r=k0r.
As it has been suggested by Wendell (1984) setting /
r
¼ 1 and /r ¼ þ1 means that there are no a
priori bounds, and setting both values equal to zero is an alternative way of specifying that the corre-
sponding weight is a precise one.
For U ¼ Uð/;/Þ an iterative approach is proposed to determine sk (Hansen et al., 1989). After checking
that sk is finite the problem is initially solved considering U ¼ Rp (unconstrained case), that is the per-
turbation coefficient is determined by using
/0r ¼ sgn½k0rðwrkÞ
Pp
r¼1 k^rwrkPp
r¼1 k
0
rjwrkj
; r ¼ 1; . . . ; p: ð18:kÞ
Afterwards, the finite limits /
r
and /r are gradually considered: in each iteration t it is tested whether
the obtained /tr values satisfy the a priori constraints imposed by the DM (that is, /
t 2 Uð/;/Þ). If all
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constraints are satisfied then the current solution is optimal and the iterative process stops. Otherwise, those
components /tr that do not satisfy the constraints are fixed at values equal to the closest bounds. The
remaining values are then recomputed after substitution of the fixed values in the considered hyperplane
equation corresponding to (40.k).
In each iteration t > 0 one wants to determine the largest hyperbox for which its intersection with the
hyperhalfspaces k^r P kr and k^r 6 kr, for some r ¼ 1; . . . ; p, where the components /tr of /t are not satisfied
in an earlier iteration, results in a hyperbox that belongs to the hyperhalfspace corresponding to the k
equation of (40.k). Let Ut denote the intersection of the hyperhalfspaces k^r P kr and k^r 6 kr, defined in U,
for the r ¼ 1; . . . ; p corresponding to the /tr which do not satisfy kr 6 k^r þ /trk0r 6 kr until iteration t. Let Nt
be the intersection of the hyperbox in iteration t, for which the vertexes are characterized by ðk^1
/t1k
0
1; . . . ; k^p  /tpk0pÞ, with Ut.
Let us consider the example in Fig. 4(a) and (b) for p ¼ 2 and n m ¼ 2. Two halfspaces ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ as
well as two different sets of a priori additional information, U, are considered.
In all figures, Nt is the darkest rectangle and point C is the vertex belonging to the hyperplane obtained
from the corresponding constraint in (40.k).
In Fig. 4(b) the constraints k^2 P k2 and k^26 k2 are not considered because /t2 never violates the bounds
/
2
and /2.
In each iteration t > 0, the vertex of Nt that belongs to the hyperplane, obtained from the corresponding
constraint in (40.k), has as co-ordinates the constant values k^r þ /trk0r in the components for which /tr have
not satisfied the constraint /tr P /r or /
t
r 6/r in an early iteration. For example, if the components m and d
of /t have just violated the a priori bounds at iteration t, the vertex which is on the hyperplane can be
characterized by
Q0 ¼ ðk^1  s1/1k01; . . . ; k^m þ /tmk0m; . . . ; k^r  sr/rk0r; . . . ; k^d þ /tdk0d ; . . . ; k^p  sp/pk0pÞ;
where /r is the perturbation coefficient of the estimated weight k
0
r and sr ¼ sgn½k0rwrk, r ¼ 1; . . . ; p, r 6¼ m
and r 6¼ d.
When all components of /tþ1r , r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p, calculated in iteration t satisfy the a priori bounds (/r and
/r), the iterative process ends and the corresponding sk value is the greatest absolute value of /
tþ1
r .
The hyperbox for which Nt satisfy all the constraints that define region H on the weight space for the
estimated weights under consideration is selected. This is the smallest of all the n m hyperboxes found. In
the examples of Fig. 4(a) and (b) the smallest hyperbox is obtained for k ¼ 1.
The maximum tolerance percentage of the objective functions weights, s, is the smallest of the sk values
obtained, k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m (as in Section 2.2).
Fig. 4.
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Since the sk value cannot decrease when introducing additional information, the following more efficient
procedure to determine s can be recommended (Marmol and Puerto, 1997):
(1) For those indices k for which sk is finite, the sk values are initially computed by using (18.k) (for the
unconstrained case).
(2) For the index h for which the minimum value ðshÞ is attained, it is checked whether the perturbed
weights are included in U (that is, they satisfy the hyperhalfspaces k^r P kr and k^r 6 kr for r ¼
1; . . . ; p). In this case, this value is the maximum tolerance percentage s ¼ sh, otherwise the objective
function relaxation procedure proposed in Hansen et al. (1989) must be used to recompute sh.
Then all indices whose current values for sk are strictly lower than the computed value for sh are con-
sidered. If there are no such indices then the maximum tolerance percentage s ¼ sh has been obtained.
Otherwise step (2) is repeated considering those indices only.
Let us begin by geometrically studying the case sk is not finite, k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m.
From Fig. 2(c) ðp ¼ 2Þ it can be concluded that if the region defined by U is completely included in the
halfspace defined by the k constraint of (40.k) then any value can be given for the estimated weights per-
turbation coefficient /r, r ¼ 1; 2, viz. þ1, so sk ¼ þ1. The generalization of this result for any dimension
p > 2 is straightforward: if region U is completely included in the hyperhalfspace defined by the k constraint
of (40.k) then the coefficient /r, r ¼ 1; . . . ; p, can take any value and therefore sk ¼ þ1. The region defined
by U is completely included in the halfplane k under study whenever the vertex of U that is the closest to the
halfray defined by the k constraint of (40.k) belongs to this halfplane (because if this vertex belongs to it,
then the same applies to the whole region U). The components of this point can take the value k^r þ /rk0r if
ðwrkÞ > 0 and k^r þ /rk
0
r if ðwrkÞ < 0, r ¼ 1; 2 (if ðwrkÞ ¼ 0 then any value can be given to this com-
ponent).
This result can be generalized to any dimension p > 2, leading to Corollary 2.1 in Hansen et al. (1989).
Let us suppose that the DM specifies a priori additional constraints for all weights (k^r P kr and k^r 6 kr,
for r ¼ 1; . . . ; p). Geometrically, we can observe that if the sk value is finite then there is at least one di-
mension ðr ¼ 1; . . . ; pÞ for which these constraints are not violated. If all additional constraints are violated
then Nt never intersects the hyperplane obtained from the k constraint of (40.k), replacing the inequality
‘P ’ by ‘¼ ’, and the corresponding sk is not finite.
Therefore, the sk value, when finite, can be determined by the objective function relaxation procedure
proposed in Hansen et al. (1989) in at most p  1 iterations instead of p þ 1 as mentioned by the authors.
Since, in each iteration t > 0 the estimated weights and the vertex of the Nt that belongs to the hyper-
plane under study are known, the distance between these two points can easily be determined. As previ-
ously, for each of the n m constraints, the distance from the point k^ ¼ ðk^1; . . . ; k^r; . . . ; k^pÞ to the
corresponding hyperplane can be calculated, through the direction of the vector ~V 0 from k^ to the vertex of
Nt that belongs to the hyperplane k. The values of /tþ1r , r ¼ 1; . . . ; p, determined in iteration t, can be
obtained from these distances.
We will show how to calculate these distances and the corresponding /tþ1r values, r ¼ 1; . . . ; p, when the
number of objective functions is p ¼ 3. The generalization to any dimension is straightforward.
As mentioned before, in each iteration t > 0, the vertex of Nt that belongs to the hyperplane obtained
from the k constraint in (40.k) has as components the constant values k^r þ /trk0r if /tr have not satisfied the
constraint /tr P /r or /
t
r 6/r in a previous iteration.
Without loss of generality, let us consider t ¼ 0 and that the second component of /t violates one of the a
priori bounds (/
r
or /r). That is, J
tþ1 ¼ f1; 3g, /tþ12 ¼ f/2 or /2g (in accordance with the bound that is
violated). The vertex belonging to the hyperplane under study is the point Q03 ¼ ðk^1  s1sk01; k^2 þ /tþ12 k02;
k^3  s3sk03Þ, sr ¼ sgn½k0rwrk, r ¼ 1; 3, and the nonnegative number s is an allowable tolerance for the weight
perturbation.
PQ03 is the distance from P to Pk measured through the direction of the vector ~V
0
3 ¼ ðs1sk01;/tþ12 k02;
s3sk03Þ, which is the distance to be computed. PQ03 ¼ j~V 03 j and
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PQ03 ¼ s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3
r¼1
r2Jtþ1
k02r
vuuut þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3
r¼1
r 62Jtþ1
ð/tþ1r k0rÞ2
vuuut ¼ s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3
r¼1
r 6¼2
k02r
vuut þ /tþ12 k02:
If x is the angle between ½P ;X  and ½P ;Q03 then PQ03 ¼ PX= cosx and
cosx ¼
~V 03  ~N
j~V 03 jj~N j
¼
s
P3
r¼1
r2Jtþ1
ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ þ
P3
r¼1
r 62Jtþ1
ð/tþ1r k0rÞðwrkÞ
PQ03
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 w
2
rk
q ; ð19:kÞ
where ~N ¼ ðw1k;w2k;w3kÞ.
From (8.k) we have
PQ03 ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 w
2
rk
q PQ03
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
r¼1 w
2
rk
q
s
P3
r¼1
r2J tþ1
ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ þ
P3
r¼1
r 62Jtþ1
ð/tþ1r k0rÞðwrkÞ
; ð20:kÞ
s ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrk þ
P3
r¼1
r 62J tþ1
ð/tþ1r k0rÞwrkP3
r¼1
r2Jtþ1
ðsrk0rÞðwrkÞ
: ð21:kÞ
Since we want to determine the smallest distance from the point to the plane, and the corresponding the
smallest s, we have sr ¼ sgnðwrkÞ, r ¼ 1; 2; 3, that is,
s ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrk þ
P3
r¼1
r 62J tþ1
ð/tþ1r k0rÞwrkP3
r¼1
r2Jtþ1
k0rjwrkj
: ð22:kÞ
Since s is finite then, for each k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m, the /tþ1r values can be calculated by using
/tþ1r ¼ ðsgn½k0rwrkÞs ¼ sgn½k0rðwrkÞs;
that is,
/tþ1r ¼ sgn½k0rðwrkÞ
P3
r¼1 k^rwrk þ
P3
r¼1
r 62Jtþ1
ð/tþ1r k0rÞwrkP3
r¼1
r2Jtþ1
k0rjwrkj
: ð23:kÞ
If the number of objective functions is p > 3, the previous procedure can be generalized and the fol-
lowing result, corresponding to step 4 of the relaxation procedure when r 2 J tþ1 in Hansen et al. (1989), is
obtained:
/tþ1r ¼ sgn½k0rðwrkÞ
Pp
r¼1 k^rwrk þ
Pp
r¼1
r 62Jtþ1
ð/tþ1r k0rÞwrkPp
r¼1
r2Jtþ1
k0rjwrkj
: ð24:kÞ
If some of the weight values are known with precision, the whole procedure holds.
This section has shown the geometric way of obtaining the results presented in Hansen et al. (1989) by
calculating distances from the estimated weights to a point in each one of the n m hyperplanes obtained
from (40.k). As in Hansen et al. (1989), the Tchebycheff norm of / and multiplicative perturbations of the
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weights have been considered. However, the analysis can also be applied for different norms and different
choice of k0rs.
These geometric analyzes are further extended in Section 3 considering normalized weighting vectors in
three objective linear problems. This approach is suited to be implemented as a visual interactive procedure
that the DM can use as a tool to dynamically explore the impact of weight changes.
3. A visual interactive tolerance approach to sensitivity analysis
Without loss of generality, each weighting vector can be normalized so that its elements sum to one, that
is, it is a point on the geometrical ðp  1Þ-dimensional simplex in a p-dimensional Euclidean weight space:
K ¼ k : k 2 Rp;
Xp
r¼1
kr
(
¼ 1; kr > 0; r ¼ 1; . . . ; p
)
: ð25Þ
Basic efficient solutions to (1) can be computed by optimizing a scalarizing function consisting of a
weighted sum of the objective functions.
For three objective functions the use of interactive graphical tools are particularly suited for the ex-
change of information with the DM.
The indifference regions for the weights (graphical display of the set of weighting vectors that leads to the
same basic efficient solution) are defined in K. They are obtained by the intersection of the n m constraints
resulting from the reduced cost matrix of a multiobjective simplex tableau associated with a basic efficient
solution (see (4.k)). Therefore, the DM may be indifferent to all combinations of weighting vectors within it
because they lead to the same efficient solution.
The hatched polygon shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) is the indifference region associated with the basic ef-
ficient solution computed by optimizing the scalar weighted-sum LP with the weights P . Each of the n m
(n m ¼ 4 in this example) halfspaces defined by (4.k) corresponds to a nonbasic variable. The plane Pk is
obtained from equation k of (4.k) replacing the inequality ‘P ’ by ‘¼ ’. pk denotes the intersection of Pk
with K.
Fig. 5.
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The largest value for which all weights can deviate simultaneously and independently from their esti-
mated values while retaining the same basic efficient solution in a MOLP problem can be determined by
performing a geometric study analogous to the one in Section 2. However, the distortion resulting from the
scaling condition of weights when computing the distances must be taken into account (see Evans, 1984;
Schneller and Sphicas, 1985).
In this situation CðsÞ \ K are convex polygons as illustrated in Fig. 6(a)–(d). If U 6¼ R3, the CðsÞ \ K \ U
are as illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and (b).
Here we seek to calculate the maximum tolerance percentage of the objective function weights, s, for
which the intersection of K with the corresponding CðsÞ is a subset of the region H (see (5)) obtained with
an estimated set of weights P ¼ k^ ¼ ðk^1; k^2; k^3Þ. Or, if there are additional constraints imposed by the DM
ðU 6¼ R3Þ, s for which the intersection of U with the corresponding CðsÞ \ K is a subset of the region H
obtained with the weights k^. That is,
CðsÞ \ K \ U  H : ð26Þ
When U ¼ R3 one of the vertexes of ðCsÞ belongs to one of the pk.
As Marmol and Puerto (1997) pointed out, even without information about weights these must always
be considered nonnegative when dealing with efficient solutions. We agree with them but we also agree
conceptually with Schneller and Sphicas (1985) for whom surely the DM is interested only in the possibility
of reaching a nonoptimal basic efficient solution and therefore the weighting vector cannot ‘‘stray’’ out of
K. We feel that both opinions are not totally in conflict. In fact, both authors consider that negative weights
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
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have no meaning. In the operational framework of our visual interactive approach, the DM is only allowed
to select positive weights. However, the considerations pointed out by both authors have been taken into
account in the sense that it can happen CðsÞ is not fully within K. In this case, the method guarantees that a
larger tolerance percentage can be obtained, but related to positive weights. Therefore, if the vertex of CðsÞ
does not belong to CðsÞ \ K (some components of the vertex are negative), another CðsÞ shall be computed
such that one of the vertexes of CðsÞ \ K is the point that results from the intersection of pk with one of the
planes ky ¼ 0, y ¼ 1; 2; 3 (y corresponding to the indices with negative component values in the vertex of the
first computed CðsÞ), point B in Fig. 8(a). If this point does not exist (that is, it lies outside K), the cor-
responding s shall not be considered, point D in Fig. 8(b).
If U 6¼ R3, the vertex belonging to pk can also be a vertex of CðsÞ \ U. If this point does not belong to
CðsÞ \ U \ K, then one of the vertexes of CðsÞ \ U \ K is the point that results from the intersection of the
corresponding pk with one of the planes ky ¼ 0, y ¼ 1; 2; 3, such that the component y of the vertex of (the
first one computed) CðsÞ \ U has negative value. As previously, if it lies outside K then the corresponding s
shall not be considered.
Let us consider a case in which n m ¼ 2 ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (b). In this example
CðsÞ are lozenges defined by the planes k1 P k^1  skk01, k16 k^1 þ skk01, k3 P k^3  skk03 and k3k^3 þ skk03.
Considering the example in Fig. 8(a), the greatest value for the tolerance percentage of the objective
function weights, s, is obtained for k ¼ 1 (because with k ¼ 2 the corresponding CðsÞ \ K does not belong
to the region H defined in (5)). The following cases are also illustrated:
(i) the lozenge for which the vertex A (belonging to p1) does not belong to CðsÞ \ Kðk3 < 0Þ;
(ii) the lozenge for which CðsÞ \ K has as a vertex the point ðBÞ that results from the intersection of p1
with the plane k3 ¼ 0, and the corresponding boundaries of CðsÞ \ K.
Fig. 8(b) illustrates the situation for which the value of s1 shall not be considered, because with k ¼ 1 the
point that results from the intersection of p1 with the plane k3 ¼ 0 ðDÞ lies outside K. The greatest value for
the tolerance percentage of the objective function weights, s, is obtained for k ¼ 2. The following cases are
also illustrated:
(iii) the lozenge for which the vertex C (belonging to p1) does not belong to CðsÞ \ Kðk3 < 0Þ;
(iv) the lozenge for which CðsÞ \ K has as a vertex the point ðEÞ that belongs to p2 and is inside the region
H defined in (5).
Fig. 8.
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3.1. No a priori information
Let us consider that no a priori additional information about the variability of the objective function
weights is specified ðU ¼ R3Þ.
Any one of the 12 ‘extreme points’ shown in Fig. 9 is candidate to a vertex of CðsÞ. All these points are
defined by ðk^1ðÞ/1k01, k^2ðÞ/2k02, k^3ðÞ/3k03Þ, where /r is the perturbation coefficient of the estimated
weight k^r, r ¼ 1; 2; 3, and satisfy the condition k^1ðÞ/1k01 þ k^2ðÞ/2k02 þ k^3ðÞ/3k03 ¼ 1.
The vertex that in each CðsÞ belongs to pk can be characterized by
(a) T3ðaÞ ¼ ðk^1  s1/1k01; k^2  s2/2k02; 1 k^1 þ s1/1k01  k^2 þ s2/2k02Þ ) points A;B;C and D in Fig. 9;
(b) T3ðbÞ ¼ ðk^1  s1/1k01; 1 k^1 þ s1/1k01  k^3 þ s3/3k03; k^3  s3/3k03Þ ) points E; F ;G and H in Fig. 9;
(c) T3ðcÞ ¼ ð1 k^2 þ s2/2k02  k^3 þ s3/3k03; k^2  s2/2k02; k^3  s3/3k03Þ ) points I ; J ; L and M in Fig. 9.
The sr value is associated with the vertex under study and the slope of pk ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; n mÞ being
considered.
It is necessary to separately study the cases for which the vertex of CðsÞ belonging to pk is in situation (a),
(b) or (c).
In each situation e (e¼ (a), (b) and (c)), we need to look for the largest CðskeÞ for which one of its
vertexes belongs to pk. The smallest of all the three CðskeÞ obtained is the one such that the intersection of K
with the corresponding CðskeÞ is a subset of region H obtained with an estimated set of weights. So, s is the
smallest of all the three ske values obtained.
In order to determine the largest CðskeÞ (e¼ (a), (b) or (c)) we need to study each of the n m con-
straints of (40.k). That is, for each of the n m constraints of (40.k), the largest CðskeÞ for which the in-
tersection of K with the corresponding CðskeÞ belongs to the halfspace defined by the corresponding
constraint in (40.k) must be found. For a situation e, the CðskeÞ satisfying all the constraints that define the
indifference region associated with the estimated weights is the smallest of all the n m CðskeÞ found and the
ske value is the smallest of all ske values obtained, k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m.
It may happen that in some situation e (e¼ (a), (b) or (c)) CðskeÞ ‘does not exist’. For instance, if the
extreme point which is candidate to a vertex of CðskeÞ is not effectively an extreme point on the boundary of
CðskeÞ then the corresponding CðskeÞ determined in that situation for the corresponding k constraint shall
not be considered (point A in Fig. 10(c)).
If the vertex of CðskeÞ belonging to pk does not belong to ðCskeÞ \ K, it means that some vertex com-
ponents are negative. For each index y associated with a negative component, another CðskeÞ shall be
Fig. 9.
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sought such that one of the vertexes of CðskeÞ \ K is the point that results from the intersection of pk with
the plane ky ¼ 0. The smallest of all these CðskeÞ obtained in this manner must be selected.
Since the ske obtained is always greater than or equal to the initial ske (with negative components) this
procedure only needs to be performed if, for the smallest ske obtained, the vertex of CðskeÞ belonging to pk
does not belong to CðskeÞ \ K. For efficiency reasons, we recommend to compute initially all the ske and, for
the index h where the minimum value ske is attained, check whether the vertex of CðsheÞ belonging to pk
belongs to CðsheÞ \ K. If so, this value is the maximum tolerance percentage; otherwise we must perform the
previous procedure to recompute she and consider all the indices for which the current values of ske are
strictly less than the computed value for she. If there are no such indices then we have obtained the max-
imum tolerance percentage ske ¼ she. Otherwise, those indices must also be studied (by means of a similar
procedure to the one suggested in Section 2.3).
In Fig. 10(a)–(d) an indifference region associated with the basic efficient solution computed by using the
estimated weights P is shown.
If the extreme point of CðsÞ belonging to pk is one of those referred to in situation (a), then for k ¼ 1 the
region Cðsð1aÞÞ of Fig. 10(a) is obtained, and for k ¼ 3 the region Cðs3ðaÞÞ shown in Fig. 10(b) is computed.
For k ¼ 2 (Fig. 10(d)) and k ¼ 4 the obtained extreme points are not effectively extreme points on the
boundary of CðskðaÞÞ. For situation (a) the smallest CðskðaÞÞ is obtained for k ¼ 3. Similar results can be
determined when the extreme point of CðsÞ belonging to the corresponding pk is one of those referred to in
situations (b) and (c). The greatest CðsÞ such that the intersection of K with the corresponding CðsÞ is a
subset of the region H obtained with an estimated set of weights P is presented in Fig. 10(d) and it is
associated with a vertex referred to in situation (b).
Geometrically it can be concluded that the CðskeÞ corresponding to each one of the n m constraints of
(40.k) exists and the associated ske value is finite if it is possible to find a vertex of CðskeÞ that belongs to pk,
even if the obtained CðskeÞ has a vertex that does not lie within K. That is, if U ¼ R3 then the ske value is not
finite if two of the estimated weights are defined with precision ðk1 þ k2 þ k3 ¼ 1Þ or if the corresponding
constraint (40.k) does not define a halfplane (all the coefficients wrk are zero, for r ¼ 1; 2; 3).
In Hansen et al. (1989) the hyperplanes obtained from the n m constraints in ð4:kÞ replacing the in-
equality ‘P ’ by ‘¼ ’ contain the origin. However, this is not the case with respect to pk.
We are going to study the case when the vertex of CðsÞ belonging to the corresponding pk is one of those
referred to in situation (a) (extreme points A;B;C or D).
From Fig. 11(a) and (b), we can conclude that:
• If the vertex is A or B, it is only necessary to study the constraints for which sgn½k01ðw1k  w3kÞ ¼
sgn½k02ðw2k  w3kÞ, where the corresponding weight perturbation coefficients are such that /1 ¼ /2.
• If the vertex is C or D, it is only necessary to study the constraints for which sgn½k01ðw1k  w3kÞ ¼
sgn½k02ðw2k  w3kÞ, where the corresponding weight perturbation coefficients are such that /1 ¼ /2.
Fig. 10.
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For these extreme points sr ¼ sgn½k0rðwrk  w3kÞ, r ¼ 1; 2, k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m.
For each of the n m constraints obtained from the reduced cost matrix the estimated weights and the
extreme point of CðsÞ belonging to pk under study are known. The distance between these two points as well
as the skðaÞ value can be easily determined.
These distances can be determined as in Section 2.2 (not being affected by the fact that they are on the
plane k1 þ k2 þ k3 ¼ 1).
Fig. 12 shows a 2-dimensional simplex in a Euclidean 3-dimensional weight space where P ¼ k^ ¼
ðk^1; k^2; k^3Þ is the point corresponding to the estimated weights. The plane Pk is one of the planes obtained
from the reduced cost matrix of a multiobjective simplex tableau associated with the corresponding basic
efficient solution. Pk contains the origin and intersects K in the boundary line pk. PX is the perpendicular
distance from P to the plane Pk and can be determined by using (8.k).
PT3ðaÞ is the distance from P to Pk along the direction of the vector ~K3ðaÞ ¼ ðs1skðaÞk01;s2skðaÞk02;
s1skðaÞk
0
1 þ s2skðaÞk02Þ.
T3ðaÞ ¼ ðk^1  s1skðaÞk01; k^2  s2skðaÞk02; 1 k^1 þ s1skðaÞk01  k^2 þ s2skðaÞk02Þ and PT3ðaÞ ¼ j~K3ðaÞj:
Fig. 11. (a) (on k1  k2  k3). (b) (on projection k1  k2).
Fig. 12.
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Since PT3ðaÞ ¼ PX= cosu the corresponding skðaÞ value is given by
skðaÞ ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1
r 6¼3
ðsrk0rÞððwrk  w3kÞÞ
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m: ð27:kÞ
Since we want to determine the smallest distance from the point to the plane, and the corresponding
smallest skðaÞ, we have sr ¼ sgnðwrk  w3kÞ, r ¼ 1; 2, that is,
skðaÞ ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1
r 6¼3
k0rjwrk  w3kj
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m: ð28:kÞ
If skðaÞ is finite then, for each k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m, the /rðaÞ values can be obtained by
/rðaÞ ¼ skðaÞ sgn½k0rððwrk  w3kÞÞ; r ¼ 1; 2: ð29:kÞ
If a similar study is performed when the vertex of CðsÞ belonging to pk is one of those in situations (b) or
(c), the following results are obtained.
When the vertex of CðsÞ belonging to pk is one of those in situations (b) the maximum tolerance per-
centage of the objective function weights can be determined by
skðbÞ ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1
r 6¼2
k0rjwrk  w2kj
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m: ð30:kÞ
If skðbÞ is finite then, for each k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m, the /rðbÞ values can be obtained by
/rðbÞ ¼ skðbÞ sgn½k0rððwrk  w2kÞÞ; r ¼ 1; 3: ð31:kÞ
When the vertex of CðsÞ belonging to pk is one of those in situation (c) the maximum tolerance per-
centage of the objective function weights can be determined by
skðcÞ ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1
r 6¼1
k0rjwrk  w1kj
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m: ð32:kÞ
If skðcÞ is finite then, for each k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m, the /rðcÞ values can be obtained by
/rðcÞ ¼ skðcÞ sgn½k0rððwrk  w1kÞÞ; r ¼ 2; 3: ð33:kÞ
Let us consider an index, q, which takes the value 3 if the vertex of CðsÞ is in situation (a), the value 2 for
situation (b) and the value 1 for situation (c). Therefore, Eqs. (28.k)–(33.k) can be summarized as below.
The maximum tolerance percentage of the objective function weights can be determined by
ske ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1
r 6¼q
k0rjwrk  wqkj
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m; q ¼ 1; 2; 3; e ¼ ðaÞ; ðbÞ; ðcÞ: ð34:kÞ
If ske (e¼ (a), (b), (c)) is finite then, for each k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m, the /re values can be obtained by using:
/re ¼ ske sgn½k0rððwrk  wqkÞÞ; r ¼ 1; 2; 3; q ¼ 1; 2; 3; and r 6¼ q: ð35:kÞ
The s value (possibly infinite) is determined by
s ¼Mine¼ðaÞ;ðbÞ;ðcÞ½Mink2Kske: ð36:kÞ
As mentioned above, if the vertex of CðskeÞ belonging to pk does not belong to CðskeÞ \ K it means that
some vertex components are negative.
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For each index y associated with a negative component another CðskeÞ shall be sought such that one of
the vertexes of CðskeÞ \ K is the point that results from the intersection of the corresponding pk with the
plane ky ¼ 0. Herein, the values of ske and /re, k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m, e ¼ ðaÞ; ðbÞ; ðcÞ; q ¼ 1; 2; 3; m ¼ 1; 2; 3;
r 6¼ q and y 6¼ q can be obtained by
ske ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrk þ /yk0yððwyk  wqkÞÞP3
r¼1
r 6¼q; r 6¼y
k0rjwrk  wqkj
; ð37:kÞ
where /y ¼ 100%. If ske ðe ¼ ðaÞ; ðbÞ; ðcÞÞ is finite then, for each k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m,
/re ¼ ske sgn½k0rððwrk  wqkÞÞ: ð38:kÞ
If some of the weight values are precise then all the procedure holds but the corresponding components
in ~K3e become zero and they are k^r in T3e.
3.2. The weights are known to vary within intervals
When U 6¼ R3 and U ¼ Uð/;/Þ, the geometric analysis performed in Sections 2 and 3.1 can still be used.
The aim herein is to calculate the greatest value for the tolerance percentage of the objective function
weights perturbation, s, for which the intersection of U with the corresponding CðsÞ \ K is a subset of
region H obtained with the weighting vector k^. As in Section 3.1, the s value is the smallest of all the three
ske values ðe ¼ ðaÞ; ðbÞðcÞÞ, and each one is also obtained as the smallest of the n m ske values found for
k ¼ 1; . . . ; n m.
By geometric considerations, it can be observed that if the region defined by U (/;/) is completely
included in the hyperhalfspace defined by the k constraint of (40.k) then the ske value is not finite.
Since k1 þ k2 þ k3 ¼ 1, a simple procedure can be used to determine the three ske values.
(1) For those indices k for which ske is finite the ske values are initially computed by using the formula (for
the unconstrained case (34.k))
ske ¼
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkP3
r¼1;r 6¼q k
0
rjwrk  wqkj
; q ¼ 1; 2; 3:
(2) For the index h where the minimum value (skeh) is attained, the /
0
reh values are determined by
/0reh ¼ sgn k0rð
h
 ðwrk  wqkÞÞ
i
 skeh; r ¼ 1; 2; 3; q ¼ 1; 2; 3; and r 6¼ q: ð39:kÞ
(3) Afterwards, the finite bounds /
r
and /r are considered, and it is checked whether all constraints
k^r P kr and k^r P kr, r ¼ 1; 2; 3, are satisfied. In the positive case, the ske value can be determined as
the skeh. Otherwise, one of these constraints ðr ¼ yÞ is not satisfied, and /treh must be re-computed by us-
ing
/treh ¼
0 if k0rwrk ¼ 0;
/
r
if /t1r < /r;
/r if /
t1
r > /r;
sgn½k0rððwrk  wqkÞÞ
P3
r¼1 k^rwrkþ/
t1
y ehk
0
y ððwykwqkÞÞP3
r¼1;r 6¼q;r 6¼y k
0
r jwrkwqk j
 !
otherwise:
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð40:kÞ
Finally, skeh is the smallest of all j/trehj.
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(4) The indices for which the current values of ske are strictly less than the computed value for skeh must
be further analyzed. If there are no such indices then the maximum tolerance percentage ske ¼ skeh has
been obtained. Otherwise, only those indices are considered and the procedure returns to step (3) to
be performed a new iteration t.
Since negative weights have no meaning, if the vertex associated with ske does not belong to CðsÞ \ U \ K
(some components of the vertex are negative), it is necessary to perform a study similar to the one described
in Section 3.1.
Although the above relaxation procedure has been presented as an iterative one (for the sake of further
extension to p > 3), for three objective function problems the ske value, when finite, will be determined in at
most 1 iteration (p  2 iterations).
The proposed approach, incorporating the scaling condition, can easily be extended to the general case
of more than three objective functions. However, the following issues must be taken into account.
The visual tools used in an interactive manner in our analysis can only be applied to three objective
function problems. For p > 3, the dialogue with the DM can become cumbersome and the dynamic
analysis of the tolerance regions, which is one of the main features of our approach, can be undervalued.
Thereafter, when considering p objective functions it is necessary to separately study p situations (cf.
Section 3.1). Finally, if the vertex of Cðske) belonging to pk does not belong to CðsÞ \ U \ K another Cðske)
shall be sought for each of the p possible negative components (see Section 3).
4. An illustrative example
Let us consider the following linear problem with three objective functions (Hansen et al., 1989):
max z1 ¼ 10x2 þ 80x4;
max z2 ¼ 10x2 þ 10x3 þ 20x4;
max z3 ¼ 10x1 þ 10x2 þ 10x3 þ 10x4;
s.t.
4x1 þ 9x2 þ 7x3 þ 10x46 6000; ðc1Þ
x1 þ x2 þ 3x3 þ 40x46 4000; ðc2Þ
x1; x2; x3; x4 P 0;
x5 and x6 are slack variables of the constraints (c1) and (c2), respectively.
In the situation for which all basic efficient solutions are known, the graphs in Fig. 13(a) (indifference
regions in K) and Fig. 13(b) (projection on z1z2) are displayed. These figures are actual copies of the screen
presented to the user. Efficient solutions 1, 2 and 3 individually optimize objective functions z1; z2 and z3,
respectively. Solution 4 is the one studied in Hansen et al. (1989) obtained with k ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ. The
characteristics of those solutions are shown in Table 1.
Considering the estimated weights k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ, leading to solution 4, and U ¼ R3, the maximum
tolerance value s ¼ 25%. This means that any variation of up to 25% in the estimated values of the weights
does not change the efficient solution, as it can be concluded by analyzing Fig. 14. In Hansen et al. (1989)
s ¼ 21:7391%. This difference derives from the normalizing conditions on the weightsP3r¼1 kr ¼ 1, which
nevertheless does not have influence on the computation of the efficient solution.
If the first weight is precise (k^1 ¼ 0:1Þ, then s ¼ 34:0136% (Fig. 15) which is greater than the value 25%
previously obtained with no additional information and also greater than the value 23.8095% obtained in a
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similar situation in Hansen et al. (1989). That is, the second and the third weights can change simulta-
neously and independently within 34.0136% of their estimated values still maintaining the same (basic)
efficient solution.
Fig. 13.
Table 1
Illustrative example basic efficient solutions
Solution z1 z2 z3 Area (%) xB
1 12571.40 7428.57 6571.43 59.62 x2 ¼ 571:43; x4 ¼ 85:71
2 3200.00 8800.00 8400.00 14.33 x3 ¼ 800:0; x4 ¼ 40:0
3 0.00 0.00 15000.00 6.77 x1 ¼ 1500:0; x6 ¼ 2500:0
4 5333.33 1333.33 14000.00 19.28 x1 ¼ 1333:33; x4 ¼ 66:67
Fig. 15. k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ and k^1 ¼ 0:1.Fig. 14. k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ.
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Let us suppose that in addition to knowing k^1 precisely the DM knows that k^3 will not vary outside the
interval ½0:5; 0:7. The intersection of U with K is inside the indifference region corresponding to solution 4;
therefore, the maximum tolerance of the weights is not finite (Fig. 16). As more a priori information
concerning the variability of the weights becomes available, larger values for the maximum tolerance
percentage could be obtained.
Note that if the DM considers that k^1 is not known with precision and k^3 2 ½0:5; 0:7, then s ¼ 25%.
Since the a priori information concerning the variability of the weights becomes more accurate, the
maximum tolerance percentage value never decreases with respect to the unconstrained case. Fig. 17 shows
the situation in which k^3 2 ½0:5; 0:65 and the corresponding s ¼ 34:2593%.
If k^1 is precisely known and k^3 P 0:55 then s ¼ 47:619% (Fig. 18).
If k^1 P 0:095 and k^3 P 0:55 then a lower value for s ¼ 43:0952% is obtained because k^1 is less accurate
(Fig. 19).
Fig. 18. k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ, k^1 ¼ 0:1 and k^3 P 0:55. Fig. 19. k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ, k^1 P 0:095 and k^3 P 0:55.
Fig. 16. k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ, k^1 ¼ 0:1 and k^3 2 ½0:5; 0:7. Fig. 17. k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ and k^3 2 ½0:5; 0:65.
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Let us suppose that the DM had considered the gravity center of the indifference region associated with
solution 4, k^ ¼ ð0:2207; 0:1720; 0:6073Þ, as the estimated weights. A similar analysis can be done. For ex-
ample, if all the weights are not known with precision (U ¼ R3Þ s ¼ 33:5252% (Fig. 20). If the DM
considers k^3 2 ½0:5; 0:7 then s ¼ 66:0131% (Fig. 21). Both values are greater than s ¼ 25% obtained
under similar conditions for the very same solution computed with k^ ¼ ð0:1; 0:3; 0:6Þ.
Since the weights associated with the gravity center of the indifference region can be considered as the
most stable for the corresponding basic efficient solution, then we would expect that the maximum toler-
ance values are not inferior to the values obtained with the previous weighting vector. However, if the
nonnegativity conditions for the weights ðkr P 0; r ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ are binding on the boundary of the indiffer-
ence region this is not always true. For instance, if solution 2 is studied with no additional information and
considering as estimated weights k^ ¼ ð0:055; 0:84; 0:105Þ then s ¼ 132:108% (Fig. 22). However, if the
gravity center of this indifference region (k^ ¼ ð0:0667; 0:6670; 0:2663Þ) is considered as estimated weights
then s ¼ 81:1464% (Fig. 23).
Fig. 22. k^ ¼ ð0:055; 0:84; 0:105Þ. Fig. 23. k^ ¼ ð0:0667; 0:6670; 0:2663Þ.
Fig. 20. k^ ¼ ð0:2207; 0:1720; 0:6073Þ. Fig. 21. k^ ¼ ð0:2207; 0:1720; 0:6073Þ and k^3 2 ½0:5; 0:7.
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Since negative weights have no meaning the tolerance regions of the weight perturbations can be en-
larged in order to obtain greater values for the maximum tolerance of the weights.
Similar conclusions can be obtained if U 6¼ R3. For example, if the DM specifies that k^1 2 ½0; 0:075 then
s ¼ 391:74% (for k^ ¼ ð0:055; 0:84; 0:105Þ) and s ¼ 93:8958% (for the gravity center) (Figs. 24 and 25,
respectively).
If the DM studies solution 2 considering the estimated weights k^ ¼ ð0:055; 0:84; 0:105Þ and k^2 2 ½0; 0:85
(Fig. 26) then s ¼ 133:766% ðs ¼ 132:108% was the value obtained with no a priori information). If
additionally k^3 P 0:01 (Fig. 27) then the tolerance regions of the weight perturbations can be enlarged
and s ¼ 139:845%. Furthermore, if k^2 2 ½0:8; 0:85 then the intersection of U with K is a subset of the
indifference region obtained with the weights k^ and the maximum tolerance percentage is not finite
(Fig. 28).
Fig. 24. k^ ¼ ð0:055; 0:84; 0:105Þ and k^1 2 ½0; 0:075. Fig. 25. k^ ¼ ð0:0667; 0:6670; 0:2663Þ and k^1 2 ½0; 0:075.
Fig. 27. k^ ¼ ð0:055; 0:84; 0:105Þ, k^2 2 ½0; 0:85 and k^3 P 0:01.Fig. 26. k^ ¼ ð0:055; 0:84; 0:105Þ and k^2 2 ½0; 0:85.
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5. Conclusions
A visual interactive tolerance approach to sensitivity analysis to deal with changes in the weighting
vector of a MOLP problem has been presented. This approach is based on the analysis of the indifference
regions corresponding to basic efficient solutions, which enables us to display graphical information in-
teractively to the DM. It enables to visualize dynamically the changes of the tolerance region and study
distinct sets of estimated weights as well as additional information.
This approach is suited to three-objective LP problems in order to make the most of the display of the
indifference regions as a valuable tool to provide insightful information to the DM. The geometrical two-
dimensional simplex is used to display all relevant information in the same coherent graphic.
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